Container Transport
Liner Shipping Operations
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Liner Services
• Head Quarter
• Subsidiaries
• Branch Offices
• Agents
• Forwarders
• Direct Accounts

• Fleet
• Containers
• Route, Schedule
• Space (Slots)
• Ports of call
• Cargo
An Example for Service Route: Asia/N. Europe

Westbound: RTM → FXT → BRV → LEH → HKG → KEL → TYO → NGO → UKB

Eastbound: KHH → HKG → LEH → BRV → FXT → RTM
Freight forwarders
Person or company who arranges for the carriage of goods and associated formalities on behalf of a shipper. The duties of a forwarder include booking space on a ship, providing all the necessary documentation, and arranging customs clearance.

Non-vessel operating common carrier (NVOCC)
A cargo consolidator in ocean trades who buys space from a carrier and resells it to smaller shippers. The NVOCC issues bills of lading, publishes tariffs, and otherwise conducts itself as an ocean common carrier, except that it does not provide the actual ocean or intermodal service.
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Thanks for your attention.

Class Discussion